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For he counteracts the powers of darkness by his electrical skin and

glaring eyes.

For he counteracts the Devil, who is death, by brisking about the life

For in his morning orisons he loves the sun and the sun loves him.

For he is of the tribe of Tiger.

(...)

For by stroaking of him I have found out electricity.

For I perceived God's light about him both wax and fire.

For the Electrical fíre is the spiritual substance, which God sends from

heaven to sustain the bodies both of man and beast.

For God has blessed him in the variety of his movements.

For, tho he cannot fly, he is an excellent clamberer.

For his motions upon the face of the earth are more than any other

quadrupede.

For he can tread to all the measures upon the musick.

For he can swim for life.

For he can creep.

Jubílate Agno-Christopher Smart

And pricks hunger for cats imagined

Burning as sadly as the sun

Invocation of Almost-Current 93





EL BIOMBO
basado en la canción homónima de ó paradis,

del álbum Serpiente de Luna, Serpiente de Sol.
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EL JARDÍN DE LA DICHA TERRENA
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Música de acompañamiento
l-Argonaut and Magneto- Kiss the Anus of a Black Cat

2-Ave Lucifer- Os Mutantes

3-On the Straglin' Way- In Gowan Ring

4-The Harvest- Su ni Mcgrath

5-Leaving Home-John Fahey

6-Heaven Street-Death in June

7-Sunspot- Of the Wand and the Moon
8-This Carnival is Dead and Gone-Current 93

9-Calavero- Velandia y la Tigra

10-E1 Biombo- O Paradis

11-Mists and Rains- Ruth White

12-Oscillations-Silver Apples

13-To the Forest, Towards the Sea- Chelsea Wolfe

14-The Prisoner- Comus
15-The Tunnel at the F.nd of the Light- Hexvessel

16-Terminus-Xtul -Psychic TV

Escucha la lista en: 8tracks.com/juangadz/jubilate-agno

Más música para compartir en la cuenta de soulseek: gadz








